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Abstract: This paper introduces a model addressing the heterogeneity problem of
Pervasive Computing systems from a resource, service and context management view-
point. The presented system architecture, called UBIDEV is a collection of abstraction
services for semantic-driven management of the physical environment that provide a
design methodology that allow a description of the behavior of the whole system in
terms of coordinated homogeneous services. Most of the existing approaches try to
hide heterogeneity using a single uniform abstraction layer like the Java VM; these
models do not fit the requirements of pervasive computing systems where the dy-
namism and the heterogeneity if the environment need to be taken into account even
at the design level. The presented model faces heterogeneity of pervasive comput-
ing systems allowing applications to be described in terms of services provided rather
than their low level instantiation details. The main contribution of UBIDEV is in the
holistic approach in the management of the environment from the resources, services
and context viewpoint. The resulting coordination model allows applications to be
described in terms of their functionality while maintaining the degree of dependence
they have with the physical environment. At the application level, the provided ab-
stractions allow to build applications that were previously seen as difficult to build:
context-awareness that scale along several dimensions, resource and service manage-
ment that copes with heterogeneity using an agreed semantic, holistic coordination of
resources in a service-oriented abstraction model. An example application scenario is
then described to underline the approach and the added value of such architecture in
terms of system design and resource and service management.

1 Introduction

Heterogeneity in computing systems is not meant to disappear in the future, but instead
will increase as the range of computing devices increase. Requirements for a Pervasive
Computing infrastructure are centered on a high-level conceptual model consisting of re-
sources, users, context, services, coordination models and applications level interfaces
[Nor99].

Resource is one of the key aspects in adaptability because they represent the endpoint
used by the application to provide its functionality. Role of the infrastructure is to provide
to the application an easy way to describe the adaptation patterns without having to deal
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directly with resource management. That also means take into account the role and even
the intention that some resources may have in a given environment: take the example
of an autonomous mobile robot; when it enters a new environment it should be able to
negotiate with the application the services to use as well as provide information about its
goal. That implies the infrastructure should be able to manage and describe such resource
to the application in a way that is compliant with the application’s knowledge.

Context represents the main shift from classical distributes systems because in Pervasive
Computing the surrounding physical environment is explicitly taken into account by both
the infrastructure and the application to adapt the behavior of the whole system to the
caching that occur during the lifecycle of the system.

Services vary greatly as well: from home/office printer access, to local driving directions,
to global services such as search engines and web access. Services tend to relay on a given
hardware configuration for their execution; they have resource requirements that should
be met to ensure their correct execution. Most of the time the coupling between software
components and the hardware involved is so thigh that the notion of a service embodies
the two. The infrastructure should allow to describe the fundamental interrelation between
software components and resources while keeping their coupling in terms of functional
dependencies. That should also be reflected at application design level.

This paper presents UBIDEV, a service framework aimed to tackle these three levels of
heterogeneity that characterize Pervasive Computing systems. UBIDEV relays on clas-
sification and encapsulation techniques for semantic-driven resource, service and context
management providing at application level a homogeneous coordination space where in-
teractive entities represents running services in a service-oriented approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 1 introduces the heterogeneity prob-
lem in Pervasive Computing systems from a resource, service and context perspective; it
also describes the requirements from an infrastructure to cope with this heterogeneity. Sec-
tion 2 presents the UBIDEV model underlying the role of the classification and encapsu-
lation techniques as well as their related modules such as application ontology, classifiers,
capsule, resources, service and context managers describing how the provided abstractions
contributes to present at application level an homogeneous coordination space. Section 3
discusses some related projects and their different approaches in facing similar problems.
Finally some concluding remarks are given in section 4.

2 Heterogeneity in Pervasive Computing

2.1 Resources

Resource heterogeneity implies differences in shape, capabilities, power and usability; an
infrastructure must be able to recognize such diversities in order to adapt the services it
provides and the services that it controls on behalf of an application. Heterogeneous de-
vices are required to interact seamlessly, despite wide differences in hardware and software
capabilities; this requires an infrastructure that maintains knowledge of device character-
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istics and manages the integration of devices into a coherent system that enables arbitrary
device interactions (for example, between a mobile phone and a desktop workstation).

There are three elements that could be associate with resource heterogeneity:

• Physical: For a given cost and level of technology, weight, power, size and er-
gonomics represent a limitation with respect of computational resources such as
processor speed, memory size, and disk capacity.

• Communication: Some buildings may offer reliable, high-bandwidth wireless con-
nectivity while others may only offer low-bandwidth connectivity. Over time, the
synchronous model implicit in the use of RPC will become inadequate. What is
required is a reliable transport layer that works with legacy servers, while hiding
the effects of wireless losses and asymmetry that typically ruin TCP performance.
Eventually, very wide-area distributed systems will have to be structured around an
asynchronous model.

• Power: While battery and energy production technology will undoubtedly improve
over time, the need to be sensitive to power consumption will not diminish. Concern
for power consumption must span many levels of hardware and software to be fully
effective.

Resource heterogeneity increases the tension between autonomy and interdependence that
is characteristic of all distributed systems. To cope with this tension means to introduce
a certain level of adaptability into the system. At one extreme, adaptation is entirely the
responsibility of individual applications. While this approach avoids the need for system
support, it lacks a central arbitrator to resolve incompatible resource demands of different
applications and to enforce limits on resource usage.

The other extreme of application-transparent adaptation places entire responsibility for
adaptation on the system. This approach is attractive because it is backward compatible
with existing applications. The system provides the focal point for resource arbitration
and control. The drawback of this approach is that there may be situations where the
adaptation performed by the system is inadequate or even counterproductive because it
operates without taking into account the application’s perspective.

2.2 Services

Service discovery allows clients to locate services in the face of mobility and heterogene-
ity. Existing service discovery architectures have a few limitations making them unsuitable
for wide deployment in the Pervasive Computing domain.

Some of these protocols like SLP [Gut00] and Salutation [Inc99] are deployed primar-
ily within the enterprise or office environment; others like UPnP [Cor05] and Bluetooth
[AJF02] were conceived for a more informal, casually connected environment, which
could include networked vehicles and small offices as well as home networks. A network-
ing solution should be able to accommodate heterogeneity, both in terms of underlying
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connectivity, and in terms of the discovery infrastructure that is supported. The infrastruc-
ture for pervasive computing must support diverse types of software component. It should
be able to integrate software components, which may reside in fundamentally different en-
vironments (such as home or office computing environments), into compositions that can
successfully interact and cooperate to achieve common tasks.

Services are heterogeneous in nature; they should be defined in terms of the their func-
tionality and capabilities. The existing service discovery infrastructures lack expressive
languages, representations and tools that are good at representing a broad range of service
descriptions and are good for reasoning about the functionality and the capabilities of the
services.

Services need to interact with clients and other services across environments. Service
descriptions and information need to be understood and agreed among various parties.
In other words, well-defined common ontology must be present before any effective ser-
vice discovery process can take place. Common ontology infrastructures are often either
missing from or are not well represented in the existing service discovery architectures.
Architectures like Service Location Protocol, Jini [Jin03] and Salutation do provide some
sort of mechanisms to capture ontology among services. However, these mechanisms like
Java class interfaces and ad-hoc data structures are difficult to be widely adapted by the
industries to become standards.

2.3 Context

Invisibility of applications is accomplished by reducing input from users and replacing
it with knowledge of context. “A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide
relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user task”
[Dey00]. Context-aware software components exploit information such as the activities in
which the user is engaged, proximity to other devices and services, location, time of day
and weather conditions. Knowledge of context also is required to enable adaptation to
changing environmental conditions, such as changing bandwidth and input and output
devices, which can be brought about by mobility.

The infrastructure for pervasive computing should support context awareness by facili-
tating the gathering of information from sources such as sensors and resource monitors;
performing interpretation of data; carrying out dissemination of contextual information to
interested parties in a scalable and timely fashion; and providing models for programming
context-aware applications. A very challenging aspect is interpretation, which involves
steps such as integration of data from different sources (for example, combining height
and horizontal position into a three dimensional position); inference (for example, ”Bob
is in the meeting room and Alice is in the meeting room, therefore a meeting between
Bob and Alice is taking place”); prediction based on context history; resolution of incon-
sistencies between context data from different sources; and provision of estimates of the
accuracy of contextual information.

The importance of appropriate abstractions for gathering and reasoning about the context
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information has led an ontology-based shift in the research focus of the context awareness
community [KBM+02], [Coe98], [RHC+02]. Ontology-based approach may improve
over classical context modeling approaches by providing improved support for interoper-
ation and sophisticated type of reasoning.

2.4 The Role of an Infrastructure for Pervasive Computing Systems

A Pervasive Computing infrastructure should be highly available, cost effective, and suf-
ficiently scalable to support millions of users. In general, computation, storage and com-
plexity should be moved from the resources into the infrastructure, thus enabling powerful
services, better overall cost performance, and small, light-weight, low-power, inexpen-
sive mobile devices to increase functionality [BKA+98].

As a result, a Pervasive Computing Systems will be composed of different services and
resources interacting with each other. A coordination model is required to formalize such
interactions as well as the dependencies between the coordinated entities.

Adaptation:

is required in order to overcome the intrinsically dynamic nature of pervasive computing.
Mobility of users, devices and software components can occur, leading to changes in the
physical and virtual environments of these entities. Moreover, applications can be highly
dynamic, with users requiring support for novel tasks and demanding the ability to change
requirements on the fly. It should be the role of the infrastructure for pervasive comput-
ing to facilitate adaptation, which may involve adapting individual software components
and/or reconfiguring bindings of components by adding, removing or substituting compo-
nents. Adaptation may be done in an application-aware or application-transparent manner
[Nob00] [GMGN04].

There are three common strategies for adaptation in Pervasive Computing: first, a client
can guide applications in changing their behavior so that they use less of a scarce resource.
This change usually reduces the user-perceived quality, or fidelity, of an application as
in [FS99], [NSN+97]. Second, a client can ask the environment to guarantee a certain
level of a resource. This is the approach typically used by reservation-based QoS sys-
tems [NCN98]. Third, a client can suggest a corrective action to the user. Smart spaces
such as [JF04] and [Rek98] are examples of environments capable of accepting resource
reservations.

Metacomputing Abstraction:

Metacomputing environments [CS92] such as [MS99] and [KUB00] are component-based:
the heterogeneous computing environment is aggregated and a concurrent programming
platform emulated through a set of coordinated components. Through the composition and
the coordination of such components the heterogeneous environment is aggregated within
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a concurrent programming platform.

Metacomputers hides the existence of multiple computers and provides a single-system
image to its users through the use of a Distributed Virtual . Differently from a Network
Operating System approach [Tv02] where a user is fully aware of the machines on which
his job is executed, metacomputer dynamically and automatically allocates jobs to the
machines of the system. The key concept behind these features is ”transparency”. Meta-
computing, if conceived as a Distributed Operating System, supports several forms of
transparency to achieve the goal of providing an abstraction of networked machines as a
metacomputer. Harness [BDF+99] is a good example of a system conceived to centralize
the management of the underlying resources providing a uniform abstraction to the appli-
cations and users. In a Pervasive Computing Systems, however, applications can greatly
benefit from knowing some relevant functional details of the computational environment.
That could allow them to configure themselves and adapt to every heterogeneous and dy-
namic aspect of an environment.

2.5 Ontology in Pervasive Computing

Most of the existing infrastructures and solutions have made progress in various aspects of
pervasive computing but are still weak in supporting knowledge sharing and reasoning. A
significant source of this weakness is their lack a common ontology with explicit semantic
representation.

A key requirement for realizing Pervasive Computing systems is to give computer systems
the ability to understand their situational conditions. To achieve this, it requires contex-
tual information to be represented in ways that are adequate for machine processing and
reasoning. At the same time resources and services needs to be described ad managed
following a common semantic that should, also, be reflected at coordination level. The
goal is to abstract the description of the application behavior from the management of the
different instances that compose the environment.

Semantic Web languages are well suited for this purpose for the following reasons:

• Ontologies provide a means for independently developed systems to share resources,
services and context knowledge,

• RDF and OWL are knowledge representation languages with rich expressive power
that are adequate for modeling various types of contextual information, e.g., infor-
mation associated with people, events, devices, places, time, and space.

• These knowledge representation languages are well suited to, also, describe re-
sources and services.

• Because ontologies have explicit representations of semantics, they can be reasoned
by the available logic inference engines. Systems with the ability to reason about
context can detect and resolve inconsistent knowledge.
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• The Semantic Web languages can be used as meta-languages to define other special
purpose languages such as communication languages for knowledge sharing, policy
languages for privacy and security [KFJ03]. A key advantage of this approach is
better interoperability. Tools for languages that share a common root of constructs
can better interoperate than tools for languages that have diverse roots of constructs.

A common agreed standard ontology could be the “panacea” for most of the interoper-
ability and openness issues raised in distributed systems and Pervasive Computing. But
this is only an idea scenario, quite difficult to realize given the current situation where lot
of systems have developed their own communication protocols, description scheme and
ontologies. Interoperability at such level is a very challenging and still open issue. Most
of the approaches implies human intervention to solve, for example, ontologies mapping.

Despite the difficulties that the use of ontologies rise when considering interoperability
between systems, it is a very efficient and interesting technology for describing a system as
an isolate entity. All resources, services, contextual information as well as interaction and
dependencies, when described with an agreed common semantic, could be better managed
by the infrastructure resulting in a more clear separation between the application pure
functional level and its specific system instantiation. This has been the approach that has
inspired the UBIDEV model.

3 UBIDEV: Classification and Encapsulation

UBIDEV is a lightweight infrastructure built around the reference model presented in
[MKH04], [MH02] and [SMTH00]: Physical Entities, Resources, Services, Context, Co-
ordination and Application.

UBIDEV can then be considered as a unified management model for resources, services
and context information. It proposes a context centric management of the environment:
it is the application context that determines the semantic of the resources, of the services
involved and of the contextual information. Consequently resource configuration, service
instantiation, description and composition, context model as well as user task solving are
based on this semantic. This allows Pervasive Computing applications to automatically
reconfigure themselves according to context changes. As a result UBIDEV presents at
application level a homogeneous coordination space seen as an unified mechanism for
dynamic interaction of services [CA94] [AC93] as depicted in figure 1.

A key element in realizing this architecture is the use of an application ontology that un-
dergrids the communication between entities and the representation of the environment.
A generic knowledge representation system uses various terms with different domain spe-
cific definitions in order to describe the knowledge model. Instead of introducing its own
semantic, UBIDEV identifies the internal representation of semantic and the relation to
the environment as relations to context and resources. That leads to small topic-oriented
ontology used to classify the whole environment in terms of resources, services and con-
textual information. An application can be described according to the conceptual model of
the ontology that is independent of the specificity of the underlying environment. Once an
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Figure 1: UBIDEV implemented architecture.

application is instantiated in a specific environment, UBIDEV can ensure that the resource,
the contextual information and the services are described and managed according to this
model, thus shielding the application to directly dealing with it.

Coordination Model:

Coordination manages the dependencies in the interaction process of the application-level
user task solving. It manages the dependencies between services and contextual informa-
tion when, at application level, a user task request is defined. These dependencies influence
the service composition that is at the heart of the whole coordination process. To better
describe these dependencies, we need to identify and separates the computation and the
coordination aspects of a generic Pervasive Computing Systems.

Differently from classical implementations of coordination spaces, no explicit coordina-
tion is defined in UBIDEV; coordination manager reacts to the application level requests
expressed in terms of user tasks. Such tasks are described as resource transformation.
coordination manager solves user tasks by composing basic services according to the re-
source transformation request, the availability of basic services and according to the con-
textual and behavioral rules defined in the context model. The current implementation of
the coordination manager uses a first order logic to represent the terminological knowl-
edge of an application domain in a structured and formally well-understood way; more
precisely it is used to describe behavioral and contextual rules as well as the application
ontology. Such rules are expressed as Prolog facts that are evaluated (all or just a part of
them) when solving the user task. First activity of the coordination manager is to deter-
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mine, according to the configuration of the context and according to the user task, which
are the rules that have to be evaluated. The result of the evaluation determines the run-time
dependencies and constrains that coordination manager takes into account in the service
composition process.

Thus, the resulting composite service that is in charge to accomplish the user task, is in-
fluenced by: the active part of the context where the request has been generated, the social
rules defined for such context, the availability of resources and services, the social laws
related to the context, services and resources. The core of coordination manager is based
on XSB Prolog engine [SSW94]. Coordination manager can not be directly programmed
but only instructed by a richer set of Prolog facts. By analyzing both contextual and be-
havioral rules, coordination manager has a full knowledge of the status of the environment
and of its role.

The Coordination model allows defining rules for every context that may also restrain the
algorithm of resource and service management. These rules are specified by the context
itself; the structure of these rules are the key results of the XCM model [TCH04], to be
integrated into the UBIDEV middleware.

3.1 Classification

The main problem related to the management of resources is the role that each resource
may have in a given context. This is referred as the semantic and is reflected on all action
that could be taken on a resource, typically description, discovery and access.

Classification is the operation of identifying the elementary symbols of the model by test-
ing whether an entity belongs to a specific entity set or not. This approach that has already
been considered in the COCA model and previously in the EMUDS [RCC98] project,
is an attempt to face the symbol grounding problem [Har90] by defining instruments for
identify the iconic representation of the real world in a specific environment.

UBIDEV relies on the COCA[Sch02] principle that is the application context that should
determine the meaning of resources. In doing so it relies on the ontology stated by the
application and by classifiers. Classifiers [Sch02] are services that given a resource and an
ontology, output concepts of that ontology. This mechanism replaces the classical scheme
where resources supply their description directly.

A classifier accesses resources through adapters, associates one or more concepts it knows
with a resource in a given context, and tags the resource as an instance of that concept.
Classifications of resources are stored and used as a cache when an instance of a con-
cept is requested by services. The process of requesting an instance of a concept is called
”addressing by concept”, because the instance is referred by a concept instead of specific
resource identification, such as memory address, or name. Thanks to the classification
process, UBIDEV decouples the high-level concepts (abstractions) from the instances im-
plemented by a context. The concept ”nearest printer” [Kam00] for instance may be used
no matter how a context supplies the corresponding implementation. In such a way a user
moving around different environments will not have to reconfigure her printing applica-
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Figure 2: UbiDev Classification Process. An example of classification of physical resources. Clas-
sifiers are seen as the knowledge required to identify the relation between the icons in the symbol
system and the physical elements.

tion. This means that an application may express its resource requirements in terms of
concepts instead of addressing specific resources directly (i.e. by an URL).

Figure 2 shows an example of classification. According to the application ontology, a PDA
and a portable phone are classified respectively as instances of concepts ”display”, ”tex-
tual”, ”graphical” and ”color” the former and ”display”, ”textual” and ”voice” the latter. A
service that manipulates textual display will find these resources semantically equivalent;
the service may access both of them transparently addressing the concept ”textual”. The
related adapters will do the rest resulting for the PDA to receive the text as a new Memo
note and, for the portable phone to receive the text as a SMS.

One way of defining a classifier for a resource is to wrap an existing classification scheme
and embed it into the classifier class; in such a way the most part of resources could be
classified without having to write any particular resource dependent analysis. For example
it does not make much sense to redefine the semantics of the concept ”Wav document”
when there are media players available that can easily decide if a file is in a wav format or
something else. Thus building a classifier for the concept ”Wav document” means simply
invoking a media player and looking at its exit code. This leads on the one hand to direct
reuse of semantics and knowledge, encoded and available in computer programs today and
on the other hand it helps constructing new semantic out of the existing pool of programs.

The modularity of the COCA specification allows deploying a pool of different classifiers
that could be re-used in different applications. Similarly to the rest of the system, in
fact, the level of standardization they are supposed to meet is at the ontology level. As
an example, the classifiers used in the UMS prototype for document classification (ascii,
pdf, ps, bmp, gif,), have been reused for another UBIDEV prototype called Document
Classifiers [pai]; the adaptation of a classifier from one system to another one is on the
mapping from the ontology of the former to the ontology of the latter. Another example of
sharing ontology is brought by the need on inter-application communication; in both cases
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the COCA model proposes three approaches [Sch02]:

• Explicit declaration of concept equivalence: Meta ontology may be used to ex-
plicitly state equivalence of concepts in different ontology. This meta-ontology will
require careful maintenance, likely done by humans.

• Proving concept equivalence: If two concepts in different ontology are defined
by the same classifier they are considered equivalent allowing inference of further
properties through each ontology relations.

• Inferring concept equivalence: Concept equivalence may also be automatically
inferred by observing classifiers by so-called meta-classifiers. That is, the automated
version of building meta-ontology. Concepts may be considered equivalent as long
as different classifiers consistently output the same concepts for a set of resources
under observation.

3.2 Encapsulation

EXecution Environment:

We argue that operating systems and middleware for Pervasive Computing Systems must
take into account the dependencies between software components as well as the depen-
dencies between software and hardware components. Finding a suitable representation of
such dependencies would allow implementing services that can configure themselves and
adapt to every heterogeneity and dynamic environment.

To address the problem from the service management viewpoint, UBIDEV explores the
service dependencies in terms of EXecution Environment (EXE): requirements for load-
ing a service into a runtime system. As long as UBIDEV knows the requirements for
installing and running each service, it can automate the installation and configuration of
new components. It can improve application performance by analyzing the dynamic state
of system resources, analyzing the characteristics of each service module and configuring
each of them in the most efficient and suitable way. It can also adapt the configuration
policy to the contextual information the environment provides, resulting in a fully context-
sensitive system. Requirements usually are expressed as dependencies on both persistent
and dynamic resources.

Service’s EXecution Environment (EXE) must specify any special requirement needed to
load, configure and execute the service. It is included in the service description together
with the input and output concepts. Even the EXE is expressed in terms of the application
ontology since the semantic of resources, hence their capabilities, is captured in the clas-
sification phase. A service manager might use this information to determine where, how
and when to execute the service.

The analysis of the inter-component dependencies, expressed in terms of relation among
services and between services and the context, can help to automate and improve the
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configuration process. UBIDEV can scan the EXecution Environment to ensure that all
concepts required for the execution of a particular service are met before the service is
instantiated.

This can also prevent many problems that are common in existing systems where detection
of the lack of a particular resource happens only after a service is running.

Services and Capsules:

UBIDEV services are described using an XML-like proprietary description format. Further
extension of the system will include the standardization of service description to WSDL
[CCMW01]. That will also simplify the opening UBIDEV to web-services. Service de-
scription includes information about the service name, its interfaces in terms of input and
output concepts and the prerequirements.

A UBIDEV service is encapsulated in a specific dedicated environment that fulfills its re-
quirements according to the service’s EXecution Environment. This environment contains
all the resource access information the service requires for execution, expressed in the
form of the UBIDEV access protocol [MKH04].

A run-time instance of a service inside its environment is represented by a homogeneous
entity called capsule. A capsule is homogeneous in the sense that it hides to coordination
all heterogeneous aspects related to the execution of the service it embodies. A capsule
exports to the upper layer only the service interface in terms of input and output concepts.
In this way a capsule represents a new organizational unit to encapsulate a service com-
puting environment within the system architecture, just as a process is an organizational
unit for the components of a running application [Tan97].

Service manager parses the service prerequirements in order to determine whether the
current service is entitled to be instantiated or not. If so it issues a resource reservation
request to resource manager that replies with the corresponding resource access reference.
Resource access reference together with the service run-time module and an instance of
the ubidev protocol handler are encapsulated into a new capsule.

UBIDEV services are able to act upon stateful resources providing access to, and ma-
nipulating a set of logical stateful resources based on messages sent and received. That
means UBIDEV service executes against dynamic state, i.e., state for which the service is
responsible between message exchanges with its requester. UBIDEV service is stateless
because it delegates the control of its internal state as well as the state of the associated
resources to the capsule. In this way service migration is made easier because the capsule
allows dumping its complete state, and because the representation of the state does not
change from service to service. However, the consistency of the use of the service state
has to be ensured by the service implementation. Whenever a service prerequirement is
no longer met, service manager stops the execution of the corresponding capsule and tries
to reconfigure it. UBIDEV supports completely transparent capsule reconfiguration. After
a reconfiguration process, a service inside a capsule continues to interact with its environ-
ment regardless of the changes. The capsule state is divided in two sub-states: the service
state that can be migrated and the user state that is related to the model of the context and
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may not be migrated. The service state contains the program code and a representation of
the service data. The user state contains user dependent data that are organized according
to the model of the context. For this reason it is not necessary for this state to migrate
because the service can access it as a contextual information provided by its execution
environment.

This approach is robust and efficient because the consistence of the mapping between
concepts and resources is always granted by the infrastructure;; so services do not have
to take into account resource specific information that are not classified according to the
application ontology.

One way to obtain a service for the UBIDEV architecture is to wrap an existing application.
For instance Emacs, Microsoft Word, PalmOS memo-pad and the QTopia text-editor can
each be wrapped to become suppliers of a text editing service. Such wrappers map abstract
service descriptions into application-specific settings.
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Figure 3: A composite service can be realized by the coordination manager by composing existing
services according to the classification of the underlying environment. Coordination manager solves
user tasks by finding the path from the input resource generating the output resource. This path
represents a service invocation chain. Service manager takes in charge the service execution process.

The main advantage of facing the heterogeneity problem with the capsule abstraction is at
coordination level, where the system is seen as an unified mechanism for dynamic com-
munication, coordination, and sharing of homogeneous objects (in distributed systems,
JavaSpace [Jav03] is a good representer of such a mechanism).
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4 Related Works

4.1 Gaia

Gaia OS [RHC+02] is a meta-operating system that aims at supporting the development
and execution of portable applications for active spaces. Gaia is a distributed middleware
infrastructure that coordinates software entities and heterogeneous networked devices con-
tained in a physical space. Gaia exports service to query and utilize existing resources, to
access and use current context, and provide a framework to develop user-centric, resource-
aware, multi-device, context-sensitive, and mobile applications. The system is built as
a distributed object system. The Gaia Kernel, the Gaia Application Framework, and the
Applications Active Space form the building blocks of the whole architecture. An Event
Manager is a mechanism to expose changes of the environment through a publish sub-
scriber model. The context infrastructure consists of a number of components, called
context providers that provide information about the current context. Gaia implements a
bootstrap protocol that interprets a configuration file (Lua script) and starts the kernel ser-
vices. The configuration file contains information about the Gaia Kernel services, such as
the name of the service, the name of the interface of the service, the Gaia node or nodes
that will host the service, the service instantiation policy (i.e., instantiate the service in all
Gaia nodes or only in the first available Gaia node), and start parameters. This approach
works fine when the topology of the active space is well known a priori. Fixed categoriza-
tion of resources implies that the relation between hardware and software level is, in a sort
of way, pre-defined. That makes reuse of existing resources as well as the introduction of
new ones a difficult task. Gaia makes use of ontology at different levels [MRMC03], as for
the classification of the context and the semantic service discovery. UBIDEV shares the
same philosophy in the use of ontology to augment the action and reaction of a Pervasive
Computing system. Differently from Gaia, UBIDEV relies on the assumption that is the
application that determines how a specific environment should be configured and managed
in terms of resources, services and context.

4.2 Aura

The Aura project [SG02] is about distraction-free pervasive computing. It supports mobile
users inside a computing environment by maximizing the use of available resources inside
the environment and by minimizing the user distraction and focus on user attention. Its
goal is to provide each user with an invisible halo of computing and information services
that persists regardless the location. It defines the notion of personal aura that can be con-
sidered as a service proxy for the mobile user it represents. Aura proposes a programming
model for task-based computing [WG00]. In this model, tasks are viewed as compositions
of services. Both tasks and services have explicit representations. Services are described
by virtual service types, which define functional, state and configuration interfaces and
dependencies upon other services. Virtual service types can be related through inheri-
tance, and can also be composed to form new virtual services. Tasks are toplevel compo-
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sitions of services that are specified as flows that decompose tasks into steps of subtasks
or primitives (actions carried out by services). Tasks are instantiated by a protocol that is
responsible for gathering information about available services, selecting suitable services
to carry out tasks and binding them together, and, finally, performing configuration and
initialization of services. A coordination protocol manages the plugging and unplugging
of services in response to resource changes. Tasks are also managed by a third protocol
responsible for task migration, obtaining consistent snapshots of task state, and managing
replication and consistency. Aura shares lot of similarities with the UBIDEV project; both
of them, in fact, take a holistic approach in the model of the environment. The definition
of abstract services and the idea of mapping them into concrete instances are similar to
the service classification model in UBIDEV. Also the Task Manager, as the coordination
manager in UBIDEV, acts as a control unit for resources, services and context. Differ-
ently from UBIDEV, abstract services are mapped into concrete instances by analyzing
service description. In Aura the whole process relies on the assumption that suppliers of
a given service type share a vocabulary of tags and the corresponding interpretation. Aura
however lacks in defining at Prism level a proper model of the context. In UBIDEV the
coordination manager has a complete and consistent model of the environment in terms
of resources, services, context and their dependencies. This approach allows a more easy
writing of context dependent rules that may drive the application behavior.

4.3 Jini and JavaSpace

Jini [Jin03] is a distributed system based on Java. It offers a service model based on three
components: an infrastructure for federating services in a distributed environment, a pro-
gramming model for distributed services, and a set of system services, including a lookup
service used by clients to locate required services and dynamically access them through the
use of Java RMI stubs. Jini does not address the management of component-based applica-
tions and inter-component dependence. It only provides static look-up (exact matching) of
services and does not consider the run-time resource constraints for small clients. Also, the
large memory requirements imposed by Jini makes it not viable for most mobile devices.
In addition, Jini announces service using UDP multicast by default, which may be suitable
only in LAN-based application, but may not be applicable for large-scale deployment such
as the Internet. In the Jini architecture, service functionality and capabilities are described
in terms of Java object interface types. Service capability matching is processed in the
object-level and syntax-level only. For instance, the generic Jini Lookup and other discov-
ery protocols allow a service client to find a printing service that supports color printing,
but the protocols are not powerful enough to find a geographically closest printing service
that has the shortest print queue. The protocols do exact semantic matching while finding
a service. Thus they lack the power to give a ”close match” even if it was available. An
important part of the Jini system is the coordination model for generative communication
called JavaSpace. A JavaSpace is a Linda-like coordination system that stores tuples rep-
resenting a typed set of references to Java objects. Multiple JavaSpaces may coexist in
a single Jini system. Jini does provide a specialized look-up service that allows clients
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to look up registered services using an attribute-based search facility. Each service has
an associated service identifier, which is a globally unique 128-bit value generated by the
lookup service. A service uses this identifier to register a service item at the lookup ser-
vice. A client can provide a template tuple when looking for specific tuple instances. The
lookup service will select only those tuples that match the template. Jini implicitly forces
the use of ad-hoc pre-defined ontology by ensuring that client queries contain interfaces.
The lack of a well-defined ontology for service descriptions could result in false matching.
These protocols do not solve the problem of making service discovery more flexible and
powerful

5 Conclusions

To face the heterogeneity problem in Pervasive Computing this paper has introduced an
architecture for supporting the designing, building, execution of applications that relay
of semantic-based and application-centered management of resources, services and con-
text. Following this approach, system support allows a certain level of visibility of the
heterogeneity of the underlying environment and, at the same time, allow applications to
explicitly provide their own semantic of the environment. The overall abstraction is re-
alized at coordination level where the system is described in terms of autonomous and
uniform interacting services. That way, applications can see resources, services and con-
textual changes in a uniform way and then adapt to it instead of forcing users to constantly
reconfigure their systems.

We have presented UBIDEV, a system architecture for pervasive computing, which em-
bodies this approach to building pervasive applications. The architecture supports a simple
design process for building applications, starting from the definition of the system ontol-
ogy, the pool of classifiers that will tag resources and contextual information as instances
of the concepts composing the ontology, simple rules to express the interrelation between
concepts of the ontology that will be used by the coordination control unit to solve the
user’s tasks. That could be summarized with the following contributions:

• Resources: the notion of representer as a virtualization of a physical resource, al-
lows a system to have a full representation of the physical environment in terms
of involved resources. In such a perspective, resources are seen as interacting en-
tities that can both produce and receive stimuli from the control systems and from
other entities. Classification of resources according to the system ontology allows a
uniform description and configuration as well as a simple access protocol based on
“addressing by concepts”.

• Services: UBIDEV introduces the notion of service prerequirements as a collection
of system properties that have to be met for ensuring the executability of a given
service. By matching such prerequirements with the current available resources,
UBIDEV builds a proper execution environment for each service. Capsules are in-
stantiated to frame the notion of a running service together with its execution envi-
ronment. Capsules exports at coordination level only service interfaces.
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• Coordination: is a control unit where all information from resources, context, ser-
vices, users and application are orchestrated. Coordination module is in charge of
solving user’s tasks by composing existing services; in doing so it analyses contex-
tual information to determine which services to invoke and under which conditions.

• Holistic Management: in UBIDEV there is the explicit notion of system as a phys-
ical environment, a service infrastructure and an application. Resources, services
and context are managed as part of a common space where the same semantic is
used. Users are described as resources belonging to the environment; they can inter-
act directly with other resources and be virtualized within the system by their role,
identity and intentions.

In section 3 we have presented different projects that tackle the same class of problems
UBIDEV does with similar approaches. The main differences from such approaches are:

• In UBIDEV the semantic of the environment is left to application by a system ref-
erence ontology. Then the classification of environment is done according to such
ontology. That means that at application level, resources, services and contextual
information are described and configured in a uniform way that application expects.

• UBIDEV focuses on the holistic management of resources, services and contextual
information rather than describing, configuring and addressing them separately.

• UBIDEV allows a system to be described in terms of interacting homogeneous enti-
ties while exposing at coordination level the properties of the environment that may
influence the whole system.
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